How to Enroll!

Visit our office in
Career Counselling Office
Ground floor S17-006
Or call us on 17 437437 or 17 438930
Or email us at cccenter@uob.edu.bh
For Employers

Recruit our talent!

The task of filling up vacant positions in an organization is extremely important and must be done right in order to get the best people to work for you and take the Company forward with their skills and dedication.

What is on Campus Recruitment?

Campus Recruitment is a method of selecting personnel in an organization. In Campus Recruitment, companies visit some of the most important technical and professional UOB colleges in an attempt to hire young intelligent and smart students at source. The most significant fact about Campus Recruitment is that instead of the job seekers approaching employers, the employers come to the most suitable prospective candidate with a job offer.

Benefits of on Campus Recruitment

Campus Recruitment proves to be beneficial for both parties concerned.

- Companies get the opportunity to choose from and select the best talent in a short span of time.
- Companies end up saving a lot of time and effort that go in advertising vacancies, screening and eventually selecting applicants for employment.

Following shortlisting through Campus Recruitment, companies may conduct tests and a series of interviews to make the final selection, which should be done on UOB Campus.

For registration contact us on

Career Counselling Office
Fax: 17 449763
Tel: 17 437437 – 17 438930
E-mail cccenter@uob.edu.bh

For Students

Campus Recruitment is one of the most common and widely used recruitment methods for hiring the best and most suitable talent while still in college.

On-Campus Recruitment Program provides a good opportunity for companies to select the most appropriate candidate for their organization. Companies seek certain attributes and talents when they go for hiring. These may differ from company to another as every individual organization may be looking for some specific skills in their prospective employee.

However, some of the common qualities companies may look for include:

1. Relevant Educational Qualifications
2. A good track record
3. Pleasant personality and strong communication skills
4. Mental alertness and strong motivation
5. Energy and intelligence
6. A positive attitude and perseverance
7. Self-confidence and maturity
8. Drive to stand out and make an impression

On-Campus Recruitment provides students with a golden opportunity to prove their worth and get selected to work for some of the best companies in their industry while still in college.

Benefits of on-Campus Recruitment

UOB students get the opportunity to present themselves to some of the best companies within their industry of interest. Landing a job offer while still in college and joining just after graduation is definitely what all students dream of!